We consider classically scale-invariant extensions of the Standard Model (CSI ESM) which stabilise the Higgs potential and have good dark matter candidates. In this framework all mass scales, including electroweak and dark matter masses, are generated dynamically and have a common origin. We consider Abelian and non-Abelian hidden sectors portally coupled to the SM with and without a real singlet scalar. We perform a careful analysis of RG running to determine regions in the parameter space where the SM Higgs vacuum is stabilised. After combining this with the LHC Higgs constraints, in models without a singlet, none of the regained parameter space in Abelian ESMs, and only a small section in the non-Abelian ESM survives. However, in all singlet-extended models we find that the Higgs vacuum can be stabilised in all of the parameter space consistent with the LHC constraints. These models naturally contain two dark matter candidates: the real singlet and the dark gauge boson in non-Abelian models. We determine the viable range of parameters in the CSI ESM framework by computing the relic abundance, imposing direct detection constraints and combining with the LHC Higgs constraints. In addition to being instrumental in Higgs stabilisation, we find that the singlet component is required to explain the observed dark matter density. * valya.khoze, christopher.mccabe and g.o.i.ro@durham.ac.uk
Introduction
Following the discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [1, 2] particle physics has entered a new epoch. The particle spectrum of the Standard Model is now complete yet nevertheless, we know that the Standard Model cannot be a complete theory of particle interactions, even if we do not worry about gravity. The more fundamental theory should be able to address and predict the matter-anti-matter asymmetry of the universe, the observed dark matter abundance, and it should stabilise the Standard Model Higgs potential. It should also incorporate neutrino masses and mixings. In addition it is desirable to have a particle physics implementation of cosmological inflation and possibly a solution to the strong CP problem. Finally there is still a question of the naturalness of the electroweak scale; the Standard Model accommodates and provides the description of the Higgs mechanism, but it does not, and of course was not meant to, explain the origin of the electroweak scale and why it is so much lighter than the UV cut-off scale.
In this paper we concentrate on a particular approach of exploring Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics, based on the fact that the Standard Model contains a single mass scale, the negative Higgs mass squared parameter, −µ 2 SM , in the SM Higgs potential,
(1.1)
In the unitary gauge, H(x) = 1 √ 2
(0, h(x)), the vev v and the mass m h SM of the physical SM Higgs field h(x) are triggered by the µ SM scale,
If this single mass scale is generated dynamically in some appropriate extension of the SM, the resulting theory will be manifestly classically scale-invariant. Such theories contain no explicit mass-scales (all masses have to be generated dynamically), but allow for non-vanishing beta functions of their dimensionless coupling constants. In section 2 we employ the seminal mechanism of mass-scale generation due to Coleman and Weinberg (CW) [3] and show how the electroweak scale emerges in the Standard Model coupled to the CW sector.
Classically Scale-Invariant Extensions of the Standard Model -CSI ESM -amount to a highly predictive model building framework. The high degree of predictivity/falsifiability of CSI ESM arises from the fact that one cannot start extending or repairing a CSI model by introducing new mass thresholds where new physics might enter [4, 5] . All masses have to be generated dynamically and, at least in the simple models studied in this paper, they are all related to the same dynamical scale, which is not far above the electroweak scale. This is consistent with the manifest CSI and as the result protects the electroweak scale itself by ensuring that there are no heavy mass-scales contributing radiatively to the Higgs mass. Furthermore, in the CSI ESM approach one naturally expects the common origin of all mass scales, i.e. the EW scale relevant to the SM, and the scales of new physics. In other words the CSI ESM framework, if it works, realises the Occam's razor succinctness.
The CSI ESM theory is a minimal extension of the SM which should address all the subPlanckian shortcomings of the SM, such as the generation of matter-anti-matter asymmetry, dark matter, stabilisation of the SM Higgs potential, neutrino masses, inflation, without introducing scales much higher the electroweak scale. It was shown recently in Ref. [6] that the CSI U(1) CW ×SM theory where the Coleman-Weinberg U(1) CW sector is re-interpreted as the gauged B − L U(1) symmetry of the SM, can generate the observed value of the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe without introducing additional mass scales nor requiring a resonant fine-tuning. This CSI U(1) B−L ×SM theory also generates Majorana masses for the right-handed sterile neutrinos in the range between 200 MeV and 500 GeV and leads to visible neutrino masses and mixings via the standard sea-saw mechanism [7, 6] .
It follows that not only the baryonic matter-anti-matter asymmetry, but also the origin of dark matter must be related in the CSI ESM to the origin of the electroweak scale and the Higgs vacuum stability. Papers [8, 9] have shown that in the non-Abelian CSI SU(2) CW ×SM theory there is a common origin of the vector dark matter and the electroweak scale. It was also pointed out in [10] that a CSI ESM theory with an additional singlet that is coupled nonminimally to gravity, provides a viable particle theory implementation of the slow-roll inflation. Furthermore, the singlet responsible for inflation also provides an automatic scalar dark matter candidate.
The main motivation of the present paper is to study in detail the link between the stability of the electroweak vacuum and the properties of multi-component (vector and scalar) dark matter in the context of CSI ESM theory. Our main phenomenological results are described in sections 4 and 5. There, in a model by model basis we determine regions on the CSI ESM parameter space where the SM Higgs vacuum is stabilised and the extended Higgs sector phenomenology is consistent with the LHC exclusion limits. We then investigate the dark matter phenomenology, compute the relic abundance and impose constraints from direct detection for vector and scalar components of dark matter from current and future experiments.
Our discussion and computations in sections 4 and 5 are based on the CSI EST modelbuilding features and results derived in section 2 and on solving the renormalisation group equations in section 3.
CSI ESM building & generation of the EW scale
In the minimal Standard Model classical scale invariance is broken by the Higgs mass parameter µ 2 SM in Eq. (1.1). Scale invariance is easily restored by reinterpreting this scale in terms of a vacuum expectation value (vev) of a new scalar Φ, coupled to the SM via the Higgs portal interaction, − λ P |H| 2 |Φ| 2 . Now, as soon as an appropriate non-vanishing value for Φ M U V can emerge dynamically, we get µ 2 SM = λ P |Φ| 2 in (1.1) which triggers electroweak symmetry breaking.
In order to generate the required vev of Φ we shall follow the approach reviewed in [5, 10] and employ the seminal mechanism of the mass gap generation due to Coleman and Weinberg [3] . In order for the CW approach to be operational, the classical theory should be massless and the scalar field Φ should be charged under a gauge group G CW . The vev of the CW scalar Φ appears via the dimensional transmutation from the running couplings, leading to spontaneous breaking of G CW and ultimately to EWSB in the SM.
The CSI realisations of the Standard Model which we will concentrate on in this paper are thus characterised by the gauge group G CW × SU(3) c × SU(2) L × U(1) Y where the first factor plays the role of the hidden sector. The requirement of classical scale invariance implies that the theory has no input mass scales in its classical Lagrangian; as we already mentioned, all masses have to be generated dynamically via dimensional transmutation. The basic tree-level scalar potential is
The matter content of the hidden sector gauge group G CW can vary: in the minimal case it consists only of the CW scalar Φ; more generally it can contain additional matter fields, including for example the SM fermions. We will discuss a few representative examples involving Abelian and non-Abelian gauge groups with with a more-and a less-minimal matter content.
The minimal U(1) CW theory coupled to the SM via the Higgs portal with the scalar potential (2.1) was first considered in [11] . The phenomenology of this model was analysed more recently in the context of the LHC, future colliders and low energy measurements in [5] . Classical scale invariance is not an exact symmetry of the quantum theory, but neither is it broken by an arbitrary amount. The violation of scale invariance is controlled by the anomaly in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, or equivalently, by the logarithmic running of dimensionless coupling constants and their dimensional transmutation scales. In weakly coupled perturbation theory, these are much smaller than the UV cutoff. Therefore, in order to maintain anomalously broken scale invariance, one should select a regularisation scheme that does not introduce explicit powers of the UV cut-off scale [12] . In the present paper we use dimensional regularisation with the MS scheme. In dimensional regularisation, and in theories like ours that contain no explicit mass scales at the outset, no large corrections to mass terms can appear. In this regularisation, which preserves classical scale invariance, the CSI ESM theory is not fine-tuned in the technical sense [10, 5] .
Other related studies of CSI ESModels can be found in [13, 14, 15, 16] . We would also like to briefly comment on two scale-invariance-driven approaches which are different from ours. The authors of Refs. [4, 17, 18, 19] envision CSI models with dimensional transmutation, which are not based on the CW gauge-sector-extension of the SM, but rather appeal to an extended matter content within the SM. One can also consider model building based on the approach with an exact quantum scale invariance of the UV theory, as discussed recently in [20] and [21] . It is important to keep in mind that classical scale invariance of the effective theory below the Planck scale does not necessarily assume or is directly related to the hypothesised conformal invariance of the UV embedding of the SM.
CSI U(1) CW × SM
This is the minimal classically scale-invariant extension of the SM. The SM Higgs doublet H is coupled via the Higgs-portal interactions to the complex scalar
where Φ is a Standard Model singlet, but charged under the U(1)-Coleman-Weinberg gauge group. The hidden sector consists of this U(1) with Φ plus nothing else. In the unitary gauge one is left with two real scalars,
and the tree-level scalar potential (2.1) reads 4) where the superscripts indicate that the corresponding coupling constants are the tree-level quantities.
We now proceed to include radiative corrections to the classically scale-invariant potential above. Our primary goal in this section is to show how quantum effects generate the non-trivial vacuum with non-vanishing vevs φ and v = h , to derive the matching condition between coupling constants in the vacuum and to compute the scalar mass eigenstates, m 2 h 1 and m 2 h 2 of the mixed scalar fields h and φ. We then determine the SM Higgs self-coupling λ SM in terms of λ H and other parameters of the model. The fact that λ SM is not identified with λ H will be of importance later when we discuss the stability of the SM Higgs potential in our model(s).
For most of this section we will follow closely the analysis of Ref. [5] , but with a special emphasis on two aspects of the derivation. First, is that the effective potential and the running couplings need to be computed in the MS scheme, which is the scheme we will also use later on for writing down and solving the RG equations.
Following the approach outlined in [5] one can simplify the derivation considerably by first concentrating primarily on the CW sector and singling out the 1-loop contributions ∝ e 4 CW arising from the hidden U(1) gauge field. 1 Perturbative corrections arising from the SM sector will then be added later. Effective potentials and running couplings in this paper will always be computed in the MS scheme. In this scheme the 1-loop effective potential for φ reads, cf. [22] , 5) which depends on the RG scale µ that appears both in the logarithm and also in the 1-loop running CW gauge coupling constant e CW (µ). The running (or renormalised) self-coupling λ φ at the RG scale µ is defined via
We can now express the effective potential in terms of this renormalised coupling constant by substituting λ
1 Radiative corrections due to the CW scalar self-coupling ∝ λ 2 φ will be sub-leading in this approach cf. (2.8) below.
The vacuum of the effective potential above occurs at φ = 0. Minimising the potential (2.7) with respect to φ at µ = φ gives the characteristic Coleman-Weinberg-type λ φ ∝ e 4 CW relation between the scalar and the gauge couplings,
It is pleasing to note that this matching relation between the couplings takes exactly the same form as the one obtained in the CW paper in the cut-off scheme -i.e. accounting for the 3! mismatch in the definition of the coupling in [3] we have λ φ = 1 3! λ where λ is the coupling appearing in [3] , λ = 33 8π 2 e 4 . Shifting the CW scalar by its vev φ → φ + φ and expanding the effective potential in (2.7), we find the mass of φ, 9) and the mass of the Z U(1) vector boson,
The MS expressions above are once again identical to those derived in the cut-off scheme in [3, 5] .
We now turn to the SM part of the scalar potential (2.4), specifically
where we have dropped the (0) superscript for the portal coupling, as it will turn out that λ P does not run much. The SM scale µ 2 SM is generated by the CW vev in the second term, µ 12) and this triggers in turn the appearance of the Higgs vev v as in the first equation in (1.2). The presence of the portal coupling in the potential (2.11) (or more generally (2.4)) provides a correction to the CW matching condition (2.8) and the CW mass (2.9). By including the last term on the r.h.s of (2.4) to the effective potential in (2.5) and (2.7), we find the λ P -induced correction to the equations (2.8)-(2.9) which now read
in full agreement with the results of [5] . In this paper, we consider small values of λ P so that these corrections are negligible, since
Our next task is to compute the Higgs mass including the SM radiative corrections. To proceed we perform the usual shift, h(x) → v + h(x), and represent the SM scalar potential (2.11) as follows, The vev v is determined from (2.15) by minimisation and setting h(x) = 0, and thus the last term in (2.15) does not affect the value of v, however it does contribute to the one-loop corrected value of the Higgs mass. We have, 18) where λ H is the one-loop corrected value of the self-coupling.
The two scalars, h and φ, both have vevs and hence mix via the mass matrix, 19) where m 2 φ is given in (2.14) (and already includes the λ P correction). 2 The mass eigenstates are the two Higgs fields, h 1 and h 2 with the mass eigenvalues,
It is easy to see that in the limit where the portal coupling λ P is set to zero, the mixing between the two scalars h and φ disappears resulting in m 2 h and m 2 φ mass eigenvalues, as one would expect. However, for non-vanishing λ P , the mass eigenstates h 1 and h 2 are given by
with a nontrivial mixing angle θ. Which of these two mass eigenstates should be identified with the SM Higgs m 2 h SM = (126 GeV) 2 of Eq. (1.2)? The answer is obvious, the SM Higgs is the eigenstate h 1 which is 'mostly' the h scalar (i.e. cos θ×the scalar coupled to the SM electroweak sector) for small values of the mixing angle,
The SM Higgs self-coupling constant λ SM appearing in the SM Higgs potential (1.1) can be inferred from m 2 h 1 = 2λ SM v 2 , but it is not the relevant or primary parameter in our model (λ H is). 2 The mass mixing matrix (2.19) is equivalent to the mass matrix derived in [5] which was of the form:
In our computations for the RG evolution of couplings and the analysis of Higgs potential stabilisation carried out in this paper, we solve the initial condition (2.22) for the eigenvalue problem of (2.19) numerically without making analytical approximations. However, we show some simple analytic expressions to illuminate our approach.
In the approximation where (8λ P λ
2 is small we can expand the square root in (2.20) and obtain:
Note that our requirement of assigning the SM Higgs mass value of 126 GeV to the 'mostly h state' selects two different roots of (2.20) in the equations above, depending on whether the h state or the φ state is lighter. As the result, there is a 'discontinuity of the SM Higgs identification' with m 2
Similarly, the value of λ H is smaller or greater than the perceived value of λ SM in the SM, in particular,
One concludes that in the case of the CW scalar being heavier than the SM Higgs, it should be easier to stabilise the SM Higgs potential, since the initial value of λ H here is larger than the initial value of the λ SM coupling and as such, it should be useful in preventing λ H from going negative at high values of the RG scale. 3 On a more technical note, in our computations we also take into account the fact that the requirement of stability of the Higgs potential at high scales goes beyond the simple condition λ H (µ) > 0 at all values of µ, but should be supplemented by the slightly stronger requirement emerging from the tree-level stability of the potential (2.4), which requires that λ H > λ 2 P /(4λ φ ).
In the following sections 2.2-2.4, we extend the construction above to models with more general hidden sectors. First of all, the G CW Coleman-Weinberg sector can be extended so that SM fermions are charged under G CW , and, secondly, G CW can also be non-Abelian. In addition, these CSI ESM models can include a gauge singlet with portal couplings to the Higgs and the CW scalar field. In sections 4 and 5 we will explain how the combination of constraints arising from the Higgs vacuum stability, collider exclusions, and dark matter searches and phenomenology will apply to and discriminate between these varieties of CSI SM extensions.
CSI U(1) B−L × SM
The B − L theory was originally introduced in [25] , and in the context of the CW classically scale-invariant extension of the SM this theory was recently studied in [16] and by the two of the present authors in [6] . In the latter reference it was shown that this model can explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe by adopting the 'Leptogenesis due to neutrino oscillations' mechanism of [26] in a way which is consistent with the CSI requirement that there are no large mass scales present in the theory.
The U(1) B−L × SM theory is a particularly appealing CSI ESM realisation, since the gauge anomaly of U (1) (φ + iφ 2 ), the complex singlet under the SM. The tree-level scalar potential is given by (2.1) which in the unitary gauge takes the form (2.4). Our earlier discussion of the mass gap generation in the CW sector, the EWSB and the mass spectrum structure, proceeds precisely as in the previous sections, with the substitution e CW → 2 e B−L . The one-loop corrected potential (2.7) becomes:
Minimising it at µ = φ gives the matching condition for the couplings and the expansion around the vacuum at φ determines the mass of the CW scalar field (cf. (2.13)-(2.14)),
in agreement with [6] . The expressions for the Higgs field vev, v, and the Higgs mass, m h , are unchanged and given by (2.18). The mass mixing matrix is the same as in (2.19) with m 2 φ given by (2.28).
CSI SU(2) CW × SM
One can also use a non-Abelian extension of the SM in the CSI ESM general framework. In this section we concentrate on the simple case where the CW group is SU(2) and for simplicity we assume that there are no additional matter fields (apart from the CW scalar Φ) charged under this hidden sector gauge group. This model was previously considered in [8] and subsequently in [9] . The novel feature of this model is the presence of the vector dark matter candidate -the SU(2) Coleman-Weinberg gauge fields [8] .
The classical scalar potential is the same as before,
where Φ as well as the Higgs field H are the complex doublets of the SU(2) CW and the SU(2) L respectively. In the unitary gauge for both of the SU(2) factors we have,
The analogue of the one-loop corrected scalar potential (2.7) now becomes becomes:
where g CW is the coupling of the SU(2) CW gauge sector. Minimizing at µ = φ gives:
CSI ESM ⊕ singlet
All Abelian and non-Abelian CSI extensions of the SM introduced above can be easily extended further by adding a singlet degree of freedom, a one-component real scalar field s(x). Such extensions by a real scalar were recently shown in Ref. [10] to be instrumental in generating the slow-roll potential for cosmological inflation when the scalar s(x) is coupled non-minimally to gravity. The two additional features of models with the singlet, which are particularly important for the purposes of this paper, are that (1) the singlet portal coupling to the Higgs will provide an additional (and powerful) potential for the Higgs stabilisation, and (2) that the singlet s(x) is also a natural candidate for scalar dark matter. The gauge singlet s field is coupled to the ESM models of sections 2.1-2.3 via the scalar portal interactions with the Higgs and the CW field Φ,
Equations (2.1),(2.34) describe the general renormalisable gauge-invariant scalar potential for the three classically massless scalars as required by classical scale invariance. The coupling constants in the potential (2.34) are taken to be all positive, thus the potential is stable and the positivity of λ Hs and λ φs ensure that no vev is generated for the singlet s(x). Instead the CW vev φ generates the mass term for the singlet,
RG Evolution
In this section our aim is to put together a tool kit which will be necessary to determine regions of the parameter spaces of CSI ESModels where the Higgs vacuum is stable. To do this we first need to specify the RG equations for all CSI ESM theories of interest, with and without the additional singlet. We will also fix the initial conditions for the RG evolution.
Following this more technical build up in the present section, the Higgs vacuum stability and collider constraints on the Higgs-sector phenomenology will be analysed in section 4.
Standard Model × U(1) CW
This is the simplest scale-invariant extension of the SM. The hidden sector is an Abelian U(1) which couples only to the CW scalar (of charge 1) and no other matter fields. We now proceed to write down the renormalisation group equations for this model.
The scalar couplings λ H , λ φ and λ P are governed by: 
The RG equation for the top Yukawa coupling y t is,
Finally, e CW , g mix and g i denote the gauge couplings of the U(1) CW × SM, which obey,
A characteristic feature of the Abelian ESM theory is g mix , the kinetic mixing of the two Abelian factors, U(1) CW × U(1) Y . For a generic matter field ϕ transforming under both U(1)'s with the charges Q CW and Q Y , the kinetic mixing is defined as the coupling constant g mix appearing in the the covariant derivative,
Kinetic mixing is induced radiatively in so far as there are matter fields transforming under both Abelian factors. In the present model it is induced by the mass eigenstates of the scalar fields. In what follows for simplicity we will choose g mix (µ = M t ) = 0 at the top mass.
Standard Model
The RG equations in the B − L theory are the appropriate generalisation of the equations above. These equations were first derived in [27] and were also discussed recently in [16] . In our conventions the RG evolution in the CSI U(1) B−L × SM theory with the classical scalar potential (2.1) is determined by the set of RG equations below:
The Yukawas for the top quark and for 3 Majorana neutrinos are determined via 13) and the gauge couplings are given by Eqs.(3.7) together with
When discussing the Higgs vacuum stability we will soon find out that the size of the available region on the CSI ESM parameter space will be significantly dependent on whether or not the theory includes an additional singlet field. We are thus led to extend the RG equations above to the case with the singlet. 
The rest of the RG equations are the same as before. Equations for Yukawa couplings are (3.12)-(3.13), and the gauge couplings are given by Eqs.(3.7) together with (3.14)-(3.15). As always, we set g mix (µ = M t ) = 0.
Note that it is easy to derive a simple formula, Eq. (3.24) below, which computes the coefficients in front of scalar couplings on the right hand sides of the RG equations. First, let us write the classical scalar potential in the form, 22) where in our case ϕ = {h, φ, s}, and the second sum is understood as over the three pairs of indices, (h, φ), (h, s) and (φ, s). The notation ϕ denotes the canonically normalised real components of the Higgs, h = (h 1 , . . . , h 4 ), the complex doublet φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ 4 ) and the real singlet s = s. In general we denote the number of real components of each of the species of ϕ and N ϕ . It is then easy to derive the expressions for scalar-coupling contributions to all the self-interactions, by counting the contributing 4-point 1PI diagrams involving 2 scalar vertices. For the beta functions of the self-couplings we get, 23) and the portal couplings are governed by,
This formula is valid for all of the CSI ESM examples considered in this paper.
Standard Model × SU(2) CW
We can also write down the relevant renormalisation group equations for the classically scaleinvariant Standard Model × SU(2) CW theory with the scalar potential given by (2.29). These RG equations were first derived in Refs. [8, 9] . For scalar self-couplings λ H and λ φ , and the portal coupling λ P we have: 27) where the top Yukawa coupling obeys (4π) 30) where for the U(1) coupling we use the normalisation g 2 1 = 5 3 g 2 Y . All running couplings are computed in the MS scheme and furthermore we use the physical freeze-out condition for the SU(2) CW degrees of freedom at the RG scales below their mass shell. In other words, the SU(2) CW contributions to the β-functions for g CW , λ φ and λ P will be set to zero when µ < M Z = 1 2 g CW φ .
3.5 Standard Model × SU(2) CW ⊕ real scalar RG-equations for the three scalar self-couplings now take the form: 
Initial conditions and stability bounds
To solve the RG equations and determine the RG evolution of the couplings of our models, we first need to specify the initial conditions for all the couplings.
First, we specify the initial conditions for the SM coupling constants at M t : the top Yukawa coupling y t and the SM gauge couplings initial values are taken from Ref. [28] , 
In our numerical analysis we will always assume the central values for M t and M W . The CW portal coupling, λ P and the CW gauge coupling are taken as the two free input parameters specifying the 2-dimensional BSM parameter space of our U(1) or SU(2) × SM theories. When an additional singlet field s(x) is present, the input parameters also include λ Hs , λ s and λ φs .
The input values of the two remaining couplings, the Higgs self-coupling λ H , and the selfcoupling of the CW scalar, λ φ , are then determined from the value of the SM Higgs mass, and from the CW matching condition (2.13), respectively. To find λ H we numerically compute the eigenvalues of the mass matrix (2.19) and set m h 1 = 125.66 GeV, as was outlined in (2.22). We then iteratively solve for λ φ (µ = M t ) by running it from the top mass scale to µ = φ and checking that we fulfill the CW matching relation (2.13) at the latter scale.
Having thus specified the initial conditions for all couplings at the low scale, µ = M t , we run them up to the high scale µ = M Pl by numerically solving the RG equations.
To determine the region of the parameter space where the Higgs potential is stable, we check that the conditions,
arising from the positive definiteness of (2.1) are fulfilled. We also check that the model remains perturbative, requiring that all its scalar couplings are bounded by an order-1 constant all the way to the Plank scale,
where for concreteness we chose a conservative numerical value of the upper bound = 3, in practice our results do not depend significantly on this choice. 
Higgs Physics: stability and phenomenology
It is well known that in the Standard Model the Higgs self-coupling becomes negative at µ ∼ 10 9 GeV making the SM Higgs potential unstable below the Planck scale [29, 28] . This effect can be seen in Fig. 1 which shows the solution of RG equations in the limit where all Higgs portal interactions are switched off.
For our classically scale invariant extensions of the SM to be meaningful and practical natural theories valid all the way up to the Planck scale, the Higgs potential has to be stabilised. There are two mechanisms, both relying on the Higgs portal interactions, to achieve this:
1. The SM Higgs is the mixed mass eigenstate h 1 between H and the CW scalar as dictated by Eq. (2.22). As we explained at the end of section 2.1 in the case where the second scalar is heavier than the Higgs, m h 2 > m h 1 , the initial value of the Higgs self-coupling λ H is larger than in the SM, cf. Eq. (2.25), and this helps with the Higgs stabilisation.
2. The portal couplings of other scalars to the Higgs, such as λ P and λ Hs contribute positively to the beta function of λ H as can be seen e.g. from the RG equation (3.31) in the SU(2) CW + scalar case, where
Hs . This effect (in particular due to the otherwise unconstrained but still perturbative λ Hs coupling) will be instrumental in achieving the Higgs stability in models with an extra scalar.
Examples of RG running for some specific input values of parameters for three different classes of models which result in stable Higgs potential are shown in Fig. 2 where cases (a) and (c) give an example of mechanism (1.) and the model with an additional scalar in case (b) is a representative of mechanism (2.) at work.
In the rest of this section we will quantify the regions of the parameter spaces for individual models where the scalar potential is stabilised. We will also combine these considerations with 
CSI U(1) CW × SM
In this theory the mechanism (1.) is operational for stabilising the Higgs potential in a region of the 2-dimensional parameter space of the model described by λ P and the CW gauge coupling. As shown in Figure 3 we get a wedge shaped region inside the black contour inside which the Higgs potential is stable.
Higgs stabilisation in this region can be traced to the initial value of λ H being enhanced compared to the SM due to mixing between h and the CW scalar field. It follows from our simple analytic estimate (2.25) that for the mechanism to work we need a heavier second scalar, m h 2 > m h 1 , and at the same time the masses should be not too far from one another (cf. the denominator of the second term in (2.25)). The minimum separation between the mass eigenvalues is given by the of-diagonal element in the mass mixing matrix. The effect is enhanced when the of-diagonal element is larger as we get more mixing. This explains why the stability wedge in Fig. 3 is wider for larger values of λ P .
Higgs sector phenomenology of this model in the context of LHC and LEP, future colliders and low energy measurements was analysed recently in [5] . In particular, it was shown there that on the part of the parameter space where the second scalar is light, 10 −4 GeV < m h 2 < m h 1 /2 the presently available Higgs data (and specifically the limits on the invisible Higgs decays) constrain the model quite tightly by placing the upper limit on the portal coupling to be λ P 10 −5 .
However, from Figure 3 we see that the Higgs stability in the minimal model (and more generally in all portal models without additional scalar s(x), i.e. relying on the stabilisation mechanism (1.) ) requires the second scalar to be heavier than the SM Higgs, m h 2 > m h 1 (see also Figs. 4, 5) . Thus Higgs stability pushes these models in to the region of the parameter space with the heavier second scalar, precisely where the collider limits on invisible Higgs decays and on non-observation of other Higgs-like states are much less stringent.
Collider limits which do constrain the stability region in Figure 3 are the exclusion limits on the heavier Higgs production normalised to the expected SM cross-section at this Higgs mass. In all Higgs portal models we consider in this paper, the expected cross-section for the h 2 scalar is given by the SM cross-section times sin 
CSI U(1) B−L × SM
One way to extend the minimal model is to allow for interactions of the hidden sector with the SM fermions. As we have seen already, a simple implementation of this idea is described by the U(1) B−L × SM classically scale invariant theory. We proceed to solve the RG equations in this model and search for the region on the parameter space where the scalar potential is stable, with the results shown in Fig. 4 .
The stability region in Fig. 4 is shorter along the horizontal e B−L -direction than in the minimal CW model of Fig. 3 before. This is caused by the slope of the B − L gauge coupling being steeper than for the minimal U(1) CW × SM theory, due to the SM quarks and leptons which are now charged under the U(1) B−L gauge group. We therefore get a Landau pole before the Planck Scale if e B−L (µ = m t ) 0.35, and this shortens the allowed region.
The width of the stability wedge reflects the fact that in the B − L model the CW scalar φ has the charge of two. As the result one would expect that the width of the B − L model stability region for a fixed value of the gauge coupling, say at e B−L = 0.3, should be of similar size to the case of the pure U(1) CW sector at the twice the value of the coupling, i.e. at e CW = 0.6, which is indeed the case. In the U (1) B−L model we also have a Z boson which couples to the Standard Model fermions. The ATLAS and CMS experiments give lower limits for M Z of about 3 TeV [33, 34] . This implies,
and therefore
For e B−L = 0.35 we find that λ P 10 −3 , which is clearly outside the stability wedge of the B − L model. Therefore Higgs stabilisation in the minimal U(1) B−L × SM theory is also not compatible with the collider limits on Z .
CSI U(1) B−L × SM ⊕ singlet
When we add a real scalar s(x) to the U(1) CW or U(1) B−L × SM theory, the scalar potential is stabilised by the mechanism (2.) which relies on the positive shift in the β-function for λ H , Table 1 : Minimal values of λ Hs needed to stabilise the Higgs potential in the CSI ESM ⊕ singlet models with λ s = 0.1 and λ φs = 0.01. Left Table: U(1) B−L . Right Table: SU(2) CW .
We have checked that the stabilisation occurs on the entire (λ P , e) 2d parameter space for values of λ Hs ∼ 0.34 or above, as can be seen from the left table in Table 1 .
CSI SU(2) CW × SM
Solving RG equations in the non-Abelian CW theory coupled to the SM, gives the Higgs stability region shown in Fig. 5 together with the sin 2 θ exclusion contours. The stability wedge is now shifted to larger values of g CW as φ has an equivalent charge of 1/2. From Fig. 5 we conclude that the combination of the Higgs potential stabilisation and the LHC limits on the heavier Higgs leaves a small corner of the parameter space available in the minimal SU(2) CW × SM theory.
CSI SU(2) CW × SM ⊕ singlet
The Higgs potential in the SU(2) CW × SM can be stabilised on the entire 2d plane (λ P , g CW ) by extending the model with a vev-less singlet s(x) portally coupled to the Higgs, as in (4.3). The table on the right in Table 1 shows the critical value of λ Hs for this stabilisation mechanism to work in the CSI SU(2) CW × SM ⊕ singlet model.
Before we conclude this section we would like to make a comment. We have shown that the minimal Higgs portal models without an additional scalar are largely ruled out by the combination of Higgs (in)stability and the LHC constraints (except for a small region of the parameter space still available in the non-Abelian model). At the same time we showed that if these models include an additional scalar field with a portal coupling λ Hs ∼ 0.35, the Higgs stability restrictions are completely lifted and the models are completely viable.
The question arises if this conclusion would also apply to models without an additional scalar, but instead with the Higgs-CW portal coupling being relatively large, λ P ∼ 0.3, so that β λ H would instead receive a positive contribution from 2λ 2 P . This approach would not work for the following reason. In order not to get a large mixing angle sin 2 θ > 0.1 in this case we require that the second scalar is quite heavy, m h 2 > 300 GeV. This in turn requires a large CW gauge coupling of g CW ≈ 3.5. Such a large gauge coupling leads to a large value for λ φ at the scale of φ . λ φ therefore develops a Landau pole already at low scales. 
Dark Matter Physics: relic abundance and constraints
Having demonstrated that the Higgs sector can be stabilised and that it is in agreement with all current observations, we now show that this framework can accommodate the observed dark matter content in the Universe. In the scenarios that we have studied, there are two potential dark matter candidates. The first candidate is the vector dark matter [35, 36, 37] given by the triplet of gauge bosons Z i of the SU (2) CW sector and considered recently in [8, 9] . These particles have the same mass M Z and are stable because of an unbroken global SO(3) 'custodial symmetry', which also ensures that each component has the same relic abundance. The second candidate is the singlet scalar particle s coupled to the Higgs through the Higgs portal. This is a much studied dark matter candidate [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] that is stable because of a Z 2 symmetry of the classically scale-invariant SM×G CW theory with the real singlet [10] . 4 Having argued that the vector triplet and scalar particles are stable and therefore potential dark matter candidates, we must calculate the relic abundance in order to show that they can saturate, or form a component of the observed dark matter abundance, for which we take Ω DM h 2 = 0.1187 ± 0.0017, the value inferred from Planck+WP+HighL+BAO data [46] . Owing to the reasonable couplings to the Standard Model particles, the scalar and vector dark matter components are in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model degrees of freedom in the early Universe. Their abundance is therefore determined by the thermal freeze-out mechanism. To Figure 6 : The upper three diagrams show the process Z i Z j → Z k h 2 , which is the dominant contribution to the semi-annihilation cross-section. The process Z i Z j → Z k h 1 also occurs but is suppressed by tan 2 θ. The lower four diagrams show the processes that dominate the annihilation of Z i Z i . Other diagrams are suppressed by at least one power of sin θ or λ P .
calculate it, we must solve the Boltzmann equation, which is [47, 48] ,
where n i is the number density of one component χ i of the dark matter abundance, σ ii v is the usual annihilation cross-section term for reactions of the form χ i χ j → XX, where X is a particle in equilibrium with the thermal bath, and σ ijk v is the cross-section for the semi-annihilation reaction χ i χ j → χ k X.
Vector dark matter
We first consider the case of vector dark matter only, which is similar to Hambye's model [35] except that here there are no explicit µ terms. This model is interesting as it was the first example of a model containing both annihilation and semi-annihilation processes, as shown in Fig. 6 . The annihilation cross-section is dominated by the lower four diagrams of Fig. 6 , which contribute to the process Z i Z i → h 2 h 2 . The leading order terms contributing to the nonrelativistic (s-wave) cross-section from these diagrams are
In our numerical work, we include all sub-leading terms in this cross-section as well as including the contributions from
which are suppressed by at least one power of sin θ or λ P .
The diagrams that contribute to the semi-annihilation process are shown by the upper three diagrams in Fig. 6 . In the non-relativistic limit, the (s-wave) cross-section for
3) Figure 7 : The coloured contours and the wedge-shaped regions in black in both panels indicate when the vector triplet forms more less than 100%, 10% and 1% of the observed dark matter abundance, and the parameter values where the Higgs potential is stabilised respectively. Also shown in the left panel are the LUX and projected LZ limits (the region above these lines is excluded), which account for the fact that the dark matter is a subcomponent of the total density in much of the parameter space, and the limit sin 2 θ = 0.1. The right panel shows that the vector mass should lie between 500 GeV and 1 TeV to improve Higgs stability.
There is also a subdominant process Z i Z j → Z k h 1 whose cross-section is obtained from eq. The global custodial symmetry ensures that the vector triplet is degenerate in mass and each Z i contributes one-third to the relic abundance. That is the total abundance n Z is related to the individual components by n Z = 3n Z 1 = 3n Z 2 = 3n Z 3 . It should also be clear that 
We solve this equation numerically by the method outlined in [49] .
The coloured regions in the left and right panels of Fig. 7 show the total relic abundance of the vector triplet as a fraction of the observed abundance. For instance, in the lower left (blue) part of the left panel, the abundance exceeds the observed value and is therefore excluded. The thick black wedge indicates the region where the Higgs potential is stabilised up to the Planck scale (as in Fig. 5) . We see that for most of wedge, the vector triplet contributes between 1% and 100% of the total dark matter abundance. However, when we combine this with the LHC constraint on sin 2 θ, we see from Fig. 7 that the vector dark matter component contributes less than 10% to the total relic abundance, and we need to add another dark matter component. The right panel in Fig. 7 shows the dark matter fraction as a function of M Z and m h 2 . To lie within the Higgs vacuum stability wedge, we see that the M Z lies between 500 GeV and 1000 GeV. Also shown on the left panel are the direct detection current constraints from LUX [50] and the projected limits from LZ [51] . At a direct detection experiment, a vector Z i can elastically scatter with a nucleon N via exchange of h 1 or h 2 . The resulting spin-independent scattering cross-section for this to occur is 5) where
295 is the Higgs-nucleon coupling [52] , m N is the nucleon mass and µ red is the vector-nucleon reduced mass. When setting a limit from the experimental data, we account for the fact that the the vector triplet forms a subcomponent of the total dark matter density over much of the parameter space of interest. We make a scaling ansatz that the fraction of the local dark matter density ρ Z /ρ DM is the same as the fraction of the dark matter relic abundance Ω Z /Ω DM . The limits from LUX and LZ after taking into account this scaling are shown in Fig. 7 by the lines with the appropriate label. In the left panel, the region above and to the left of the lines are excluded. We have also checked that the LUX exclusion limit, when applied to the right panel, excludes the entire lower island. Therefore, while the current LUX limits do not constrain the region where the Higgs potential is stabilised, the projected LZ limit excludes all of this region.
Singlet scalar dark matter
We have previously motivated the introduction of a real singlet scalar field to allow the Higgs potential to be stabilised over a much larger range of the parameter space. Providing a candidate to saturate the observed dark matter abundance provides a second motivation. The two examples of CSI ESM with a U (1) Coleman-Weinberg sector that we have considered in sections 4.1 and 4.2, do not have a dark matter candidate. This is because the U(1) CW gauge boson is unstable, owing to its kinetic mixing with hypercharge, and the only scalar field present, φ CW , mixes with the SM Higgs. The SU(2) CW sector does have a stable component in the form of the Z i triplet, but we have seen (cf. left panel in Fig. 7 ) that after LHC constraints have been taken into account, the vector triplet forms only a sub-component of the total dark matter abundance in the region where the Higgs potential is stabilised. Therefore, in the case of an SU (2) extended Standard Model, an additional dark matter component is also required.
Having motivated the singlet scalar as a dark matter candidate, we first study the case where the singlet forms all of the dark matter (as required in the U(1) case) before turning to the case where it forms a sub-component (as required in the SU(2) case). In the CSI U(1) B−L × SM ⊕ singlet model, the ATLAS and CMS limit that M Z 3 TeV implies that λ P , and therefore sin θ, is small. As a result, the diagrams that dominantly contribute to the total annihilation cross-section σv s,ann are those shown in Fig. 8 . The Z 2 symmetry of this theory ensures that all semi-annihilation processes vanish, so that the Boltzmann equation describing the evolution of the scalar number density n s is the usual one:
The main parameters of our singlet dark models are the scalar dark matter mass, m s , and its coupling, λ Hs , to the Higgs field. We solve the Boltzman equation numerically and the results are displayed in Fig. 9 on the (m s , λ Hs ) plane. In this figure, we have initially fixed e B−L = 0.3 and λ P = 5 × 10 −4 resulting in a mixing angle θ ≈ 5 × 10 −3 and mass M Z = 3.6 TeV. When e B−L and λ P are chosen so that M Z lies above the bounds from direct searches by ATLAS and CMS, we have found that the positions of the lines are not sensitive to the values of e B−L and λ P . The coupling constant λ φs can be traded in for m 2 s (cf. eq. (2.35)) so that the only remaining free parameters are m s and λ hs (the quadratic coupling λ s plays no role in the Bornlevel freeze-out calculation). For each value of m s , the value of λ Hs that gives 100%, 10% or 1% of the observed dark matter density Ω DM is shown in Fig. 9 . The region below λ Hs ∼ 0.34 is excluded because for these values of λ Hs , the real scalar does not help to stabilise the Higgs potential c.f Table 1 . We also impose that λ Hs 1 in order that λ Hs does not develop a Landau pole before the Planck scale. In order that the singlet scalar saturates the observed dark matter density, we find that its mass should lie in the range between 1 TeV and 3.2 TeV. In this range, the annihilation channel ss → Z Z is not allowed kinematically, justifying its exclusion from the diagrams in Fig. 8 . Figure 10 : The plots show the available parameter space when the scalar and vector dark matter together makes up the total dark matter density in the of the CSI SU(2) CW × SM ⊕ singlet model. The colour-coded regions show the scalar dark matter mass in GeV. In the white regions the combined density is either larger or smaller than the observed dark matter density. On the left we fixed λ Hs = 0.36, and the right panel has λ Hs = 1.
Finally, we also show the current direct detection constraints from LUX and the projected limits from LZ. The scalar can scatter at a direct detection experiment through t-channel exchange of h 1 and h 2 and the resulting spin-independent scattering cross-section to scatter off a nucleon N is As in the case of the vector triplet, we account for the fact that the scalar makes up a subcomponent of the dark matter in much of the parameter space. While the current LUX limit constrains low values of m s where the scalar density Ω s is very low, the projected LZ limits should constrain the full parameter space of interest.
Scalar and vector dark matter
Finally, we consider the CSI SU(2) CW × SM ⊕ singlet model in which the dark matter is comprised of both the singlet scalar and vector triplet. In this case we solve the Boltzmann equations (5.4) and (5.6) as before, but we now include the annihilation process ss → Z i Z i or the reverse process, depending on which is kinematically allowed. Figure 10 shows the results in the (g CW , λ P ) plane for λ Hs = 0.36 and λ Hs = 1.0 in the left and right panels respectively. The coloured contours indicate the values of m s that results in the total density of vector and scalar saturating the observed value i.e. Ω Z + Ω s = Ω DM . There is a limited portion of the parameter space in which the vector and scalar make up all of the dark matter and this region is smaller in the case where λ Hs is bigger. These results can be understood with reference to Figs. 7 and 9. From Figure 7 , we observe that in the upper right corner of the left panel, the vector density is very small, so that the scalar should make Figure 11 : The region on the mass plane (M Z , m h 2 ) where the combined density of the scalar and vector dark matter equals the observed dark matter density. The colours show the scalar dark matter mass in GeV and in the white regions the combined density is either larger or smaller than the observed dark matter density. Here we have fixed λ Hs = 0.36. up most of the density. From the right panel, we also see that in this region, M Z 1 TeV, which because g ≈ 2, implies that φ 1 TeV. Now, from Fig. 9 , we see that for λ Hs = 0.36, we require m s ≈ 1 TeV in order that Ω s ≈ Ω DM . However, given that m 2 s ≈ λ φs | φ | 2 / √ 2 (cf. Eq. (2.35)), we see that we can not achieve m s ≈ 1 TeV unless λ φs 1, in which case, it develops a Landau Pole before the Planck scale. Figure 9 also allows us to see why the parameter space is smaller for larger λ Hs . This is because the value of m s that is required to obtain Ω s ≈ Ω DM is larger for larger λ Hs and this is more difficult to do, again because of the perturbativity restriction on λ φs . Figure 11 shows the vector and Coleman-Weinberg scalar mass and contours of the scalar mass in which the total density is saturated. This plot has λ Hs = 0.36. We see that both the vector and scalar are required to be around the TeV scale.
Conclusions
The classically scale-invariant extensions of the Standard Model constitute a highly predictive and minimal model building framework. In this CSI ESM set-up, all mass scales have to be generated dynamically and should therefore have a common origin. These models have to address all sub-Planckian shortcomings of the Standard Model. In this paper we have analysed the CSI ESM theories from the perspective of solving the instability problem of the SM Higgs potential and at the same time providing viable dark matter candidates.
In simple CSI models with Abelian hidden sectors, we identified regions of parameter space where the SM Higgs potential is stabilised all the way up to the Planck scale. These are the wedge-shaped regions in Figs. 3 and 4. When combined with LHC constraints on heavier Higgs bosons we found that these regions did not survive (see dotted lines in Figs. 3 and 4 ).
In the case of a non-Abelian SU(2) hidden sector in Fig. 5 a small part of the parameter space with the stable Higgs potential is compatible with the LHC constraints.
We then argued that by adding a real scalar singlet with a portal coupling to the Higgs λ Hs 0.35, all of our CSI ESM models have a stable Higgs potential and are consistent with the LHC exclusion limits on extended Higgs sectors.
For Abelian models the singlet of mass m s is the only dark matter candidate, and Fig. 9 shows the available parameter space on the (m s , λ Hs ) plane. If this singlet contributes 100% of the total observed dark matter density, its mass lies between 1 TeV and 3 TeV. The LUX direct detection limits do not yet constrain the model, however the projected reach of LZ would cover all of the viable parameter space.
In non-Abelian models we have two components of dark matter -the singlet and the hidden sector SU(2) gauge bosons, Z i . Without the singlet, the combination of Higgs stability and LHC constraints implies that vector dark matter contributes less than 10% of the observed relic density, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . Thus, to saturate the dark matter density and stabilise the Higgs potential we are required to have a singlet dark matter component. Finally, we have investigated the phenomenology of two-component dark matter. The viable regions of parameter space are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . Typically, both components have mass close to 1 TeV.
We see that CSI ESM models are viable and predictive. They provide a non-trivial link between the electroweak scale, including the Higgs vacuum stability, and the nature and origin of dark matter. Furthermore, future dark matter direct detection and collider experiments will be able to explore a significant fraction of their parameter space.
